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Lahu is fortunately not endangered at the moment, with well over half a million 
speakers of all ages, dispersed among several countries (Yunnan, Shan State, Thailand, 
Laos, Vietnam).  Therefore it is reasonable to wonder what the language is likely to look 
like 100 years from now, as it adapts to technological and cultural changes. 
 
I .  Neologistic  strategies :  etymological  classif ication of  Lahu neologisms 
 
The Lahu ones are almost all compounds or collocations, rather than monomorphemic 
words. 
 
(1)  Straight phonological  borrowings,  with accommodations to Lahu phonology.   
 
A. From Chinese 
(a) Older ones 
   Lahu  Mandarin 
‘ability/skill’  cû-yī  zhùyì  注意 
‘mah-jongg’  màʔ-cá  májiàng 麻将 
‘rule/custom’  ɔ̀-lî  lǐ  礼  or  理 
 
Compounds with final syllable -cɨ [tsɿ]: 1 
    Lahu  Mandarin 
‘heddles (of loom)’  šɔ̄-cɨ  suō.zi  ‘shuttle’ 梭子 
‘scissors’   cɛ̂-cɨ  jiǎn.zi   剪子 
‘throne’   cɔ̄-cɨ  zhuō.zi ‘table; stand’ 桌子 
‘wolf/fox’   hù-li-cɨ hú.li ‘fox’  狐狸 
 
(b) More recent ones 
Innumerable cultural, political, abstract borrowings: 
   Mandarin    Yunnanese Lahu 2 
‘cadre’   gànbù   干部  ka⁴ pv̩⁴ 
‘chairman’  zhǔxí   主席   tsv ̩³ si⁵ 
‘factory’  gōngchǎng  工厂  ku¹ tsha³ 
‘glory/honor’  guāngróng  光荣  kua¹ zu⁵ 

                                                
1 See Matisoff 1988:500. 
2 These forms are in the transcription of Chang 1986.  
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‘member’  tuányuán  团员  thua⁵ zɛ⁵ 
‘minister’  bùzhǎng  部長  pv̩⁴ tsa³ 
‘party member’ dǎngyuán  党员  ta³ zɛ⁵ 
‘policy’   zhèngcè  政策  tsɤ⁴ tshɤ⁵ 
‘premier’  zǒnglǐ   總理  tsu³ li³ 
‘secretary’  shūjì   书记  sv¹̩ tsi⁴ 
   
B. From Tai (Shan, Northern Tai [Kham Myang], or standard Central Thai [Siamese]) 
(a) Older ones 
   Lahu   Siamese  Shan 
‘color’   ɔ̀-ší  ~ ɔ̀-šə́  sǐi  
‘big/great’  ló(n)   lǔaŋ  loŋ 
‘punt a boat’  thɔ̄   thɔ̀ɔ 
‘several’  láy   lǎaj   
‘time’   ɔ̀-yâ(n)   jaam ‘watch in the night’ 
‘weep’   hɔ̀   rɔ́ɔŋ ‘shout’ hɔŋ 
‘writing/book’  lìʔ     lik ‘book’ < Pali lekha 
 
(b) More recent ones (often ult. < Sanskrit/Pali) 
‘hospital’  hó-yá ~ hó-ya (< N.Thai; cf. Siamese rooŋ ‘establishment’ and 
   jaa ‘medicine’). This word is calqued by the native Lahu nâʔ-chɨ-̂ 
   yɛ̀ (below). 
‘percussion cap (rifle)’ màʔ-fây (< Shan mak ‘stone’ + phay ‘fire’) 
‘radio’   vîʔthayûʔ (< Thai wítthəjúʔ < Skt./Pali) 
‘senior headman’ kānân (< Thai kamnan) 
‘television’  tholathâʔ (< Thai thoorathát < Skt. dūra ‘far’ + darśna ‘vision’) 
 
C. From Burmese 
Most of these are of long standing, and many of them are ultimately from Sanskrit/Pali: 
   Lahu  Written Burmese  Modern Burmese 
‘care/caution’  šatìʔ  sətiʼ    θətiʼ 
‘electricity’  dâʔ  dhāt    daʔ  
    (< Skt. dhātu ‘layer/stratum; element/primitive matter’) 
‘faith/loyalty’  šá-câʔ  sac-ca    θiʔ-sa 
    (< Skt. satyā- ‘truth, veracity’) 
‘hospital’     ší-yò(n)  chê-rum   hsêi-youɴ 
     (hsêi ‘medicine’ + youn ‘building for business’) 
‘India’   kâlâ  kulâ    kəlâ 
‘meeting’      ší-g̈wé   câñ-wê)   sî-wê 
‘physician’     šālàʔ-g̈ō(n)  chərā-wan   hsəya-wuɴ) 
‘sulfur’   kà(n)  kaɴʼ    kaɴʼ 
    (< Skt. gandha- ‘odor; odoriferous substance’) 
 
D. From English 
Most of these recent loans have been introduced by Baptist missionaries. 
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‘alcohol’  ɛ̂kɔhɔ̂n 
‘cassette’  kàšɛ̂ʔ 
‘coffee’   kāphī 
‘committee’  kɔ̄mītī 
‘gear’   gīyā 
‘motorcycle’  mɔ̄tɔ̄-šɨkɛ̂ʔ; mɔ̄tɔ̄-sāy /with non-palatal [s]/ 
‘note (music)’   nòʔ 
‘quartet’  khɔ́thɛ̂ʔ 
‘tractor’  thɛ̂ʔkâ 3 
‘X-ray’   ɛ̂ʔšəlê [ɛ̂ʔsəl̆ê]  /with non-palatal [s] and unstressed schwa/ 
 
(2)  Coinages with al l-native elements 4 
 
‘adjective’  phə̀ʔ-tɔ̂   REVEAL + WORD 
‘electricity’  mû-thɛ̂ʔ à-mī   LIGHTNING + FIRE 
‘helicopter’  pɨ́-câ-qɔ̄ càʔ-pò   MOSQUITO + MACHINE 5 + FLY 
‘heroin’  fī(n)-phu   OPIUM + WHITE 
‘hospital’  nâʔ-chɨ-̂yɛ̀   MEDICINE + HOUSE 
‘rocket’  šo-dɛ̄-ló   IRON + TUBE + GREAT 
‘skyscraper’  mû-phe-yɛ̀   SKY + BUILDING/HOUSE 
‘spaceship’  mû-phe hɔ-lôʔ-qō  SKY + SHIP 
‘tape recorder’  càʔ-khɔ̂   MACHINE + SOUND 
‘tractor’ (1)  šo-nû    IRON + OX 
‘tractor’ (2)  mì-gɨ̀ gûʔ-càʔ   LAND + BUTT AGAINST + MACHINE 
‘train’   à-mī-lɔ̀    FIRE + CART  
‘tone’   khɔ̂-mu-khɔ̂-nɛ̀  SOUND-HIGH-SOUND-LOW 
‘vowel’   bù-khɔ̂    RESOUND + SOUND 
 
 
(3)  Loan-chains/Areal  words 
 
 As is clear from a number of examples already cited, many Lahu words are the 
end result of a long history of borrowings from language to language, e.g: 
‘machine’ Lahu càʔ < Shan < Burmese (WB cak, Mod. Bse. caʔ) < Pali cakka < Skt. cakra. 
‘opium’ Lahu fī(n)  < Tai (cf. Siamese fìn) < Chinese yā-pìan 鸦片< English < Latin    
  < Greek opion ‘poppy juice’. 
‘teacher’ Lahu šālā ~ šalàʔ < Shan < Burmese (Written Burmese chərâ > Mod. Bse. hsəyâ) 
  < Pali ācariya  < Skt. āchārya. 

                                                
3 The 2nd syllable has apparently been identified with English car, leaving open a folk 
etymology “lightning-car” (thɛ̂ʔ ‘lightning’). 
4 We are here including as “native” well-integrated morphemes that have been 
borrowed long ago.  
5 càʔ-pò is a pre-existing compound meaning ‘airplane’.  
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(4)  Hybrid formations 
 More interesting than straight phonological borrowings are neologistic 
compounds and collocations that include both Lahu and foreign morphemes. 
  
(a) Lahu/Tai hybrids 
 ‘cell phone’  làʔ-šɛ tholašâʔ  < Lahu  làʔ-šɛ ‘hand’ +  Thai  tholašâʔ ‘telephone’ 

‘consonant’ tàn-khɔ̂   < Shan tan  ‘begin’  +  Lahu khɔ̂ ‘sound’ 
‘morpheme’ tɔ̂-hòʔ    < Lahu tɔ̂ ‘word’  +  hòʔ  ‘form’ < Tai (cf. Siamese   
         rûup) < Skt./Pali rūpa 
‘sulfur’  màʔ-ší    < Shan màʔ ‘stone’ + Lahu ší ‘yellow’  
‘syllable’ tɔ̂-tɔn    < Lahu tɔ̂ ‘word’  +  Shan tɔɔn ‘segment/section’ 
 
(b) Lahu/Burmese hybrids 
‘electricity’ mû-thɛ̂ʔ-dâʔ    < Lahu mû-thɛ̂ʔ ‘lightning’ + Bse. dat (WB dhāt) < 
        Skt. dhātu ‘layer/element/primitive matter’ 
‘object (of verb)’ khān-pā   < Shan khaam < Bse. (WB kham) ‘undergo, suffer’  
        + Lahu pā ‘nominalizer’   
‘responsibility’   tā-wūn   < Lahu tā ‘put on, place on’ + Bse. wuɴ (WB wan)   
           ‘burden, load’ 
 
(c) Lahu/English hybrids 
‘ball’  bɔ́-šī   bɔ́ < Eng. ball + Lahu šī ‘round object’ 
‘bayonet’ nâʔ-bɛ̂ʔnɛ̂ʔ  nâʔ ‘gun’ (Lahu) + Eng. bayonet 
‘cigarette’ šú-kɛ̂ʔlɛ̂ʔ  šú ‘tobacco’ (Lahu) + Eng. -garette 
‘motorcycle’ mɔ̄tɔ̄-pôʔ 

/This word has nothing to do with English motor-boat! The last syllable comes rather 
from the onomatopoeic adverb pôʔ, “because it goes pôʔ-pôʔ-pôʔ”; cf. pôʔ ‘classifier 
for gunshots, loud reports’./ 

‘tape (of recorder)’ thêʔ-câʔ  thêʔ (Eng. tape via Thai théep) + Lahu  câʔ ‘cord’ 
‘tape recorder’ thêʔ-càʔ  thêʔ (Eng. tape  > Thai théep) + Lahu  càʔ ‘machine’ 
‘tractor’ (3) càʔ-tɔ̄   càʔ (Lahu) ‘push’ + tɔ̄ < Eng. -tor  
‘tractor’ (4) jèʔ-bû-pā-kâ  jèʔ ‘earth’ + bû ‘dig up’ + pā ‘nominalizer’ (all Lahu) 
     + kâ ‘motor vehicle’ (< Eng. car) 
(d) Lahu/Chinese hybrids 
 
‘written character’ (1)  cɨ-mɛ̂ʔ cɨ < Chin. zì 字 ‘character’ + mɛ̂ʔ  ‘eye; dot/sthg  
     written’ 
‘written character’ (2)  šu-mɛ̂ʔ šu < Chin. shū 书 ‘book’ + mɛ̂ʔ   
 
II .  Re-semanticizing old words or  compounds 
 
The old compound mí-j ɔ̀ʔ ‘flint’ (FIRE + STRIKE) now means ‘ cigarette lighter’. 

My experience (Feb. 2016) trying to buy matches in the Shan-speaking Kengtung 
market, where I tried the Thai compound máaj-khìit-faj (“stick-scrape-fire”). Nobody 
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had heard of that word except for one old woman, who was quite amused to hear it 
from a farang. People had kept offering me lighters rather than matches, which no 
longer seem to exist in Shan State. 

 
The religious adaptability of   ɔ̀-bo(n)   and  g̈ɨ-̀ša: 
ɔ̀-bo(n)  < Shan < Burmese, ult. < Pali puñña < Skt. puṇya ‘happiness resulting from 
meritorious action’. The meaning varies according to social and religious context: 6 

(a) ordinary language (shared by animists and Christians) 
‘good luck; good fortune; advantage; one’s fate in life’ 
(b) ordinary language (Christians only) 
‘favor worthy of thanks; obligation’ 
(c) Buddhist 
‘merit; karmic grace achieved by good deeds’ 
(d) animist 
‘boon to be sought from g̈ɨ̀-ša or a lesser spirit’ 
(e) Christian religious context 
‘divine grace; blessing from God’ 

g̈ɨ-̀ša 
(a) pre-Christian  
‘Great Spirit’: 
For the animist Lahu, g̈ɨ-̀ša stands far above the nature-spirits (nê), and represents 
the divinity inherent in all things. In a more personified conception, he is viewed as 
the Father-Creator, and has a female counterpart, Ay-ma. 7 
 
(b) Christian 
‘the God of the Bible’   

 
I I I .  Confl icting coinages in China,  Burma,  Thailand 
 
Lahu coinages in Burma and Thailand are similar, since the Lahu in Thailand are 
relatively recent arrivals from Burma. Recent coinages in China are naturally quite 
distinct from the Burmo-Tai ones. 
 
‘automobile/motor vehicle’  

lɔ̄lī  (< Shan < Bse. < British Eng. lorry) 
  This word is still used in Yunnanese Lahu: lɔ²li⁵ (Chang 1986:113). 
kâ  (< Shan < Bse. < car) 
mɔ̄tɔ̄-kâ (< Shan < Bse. motorcar) 
lôʔ ~ lòʔ (< Tai; cf. Siamese rót) 

 
 ‘telephone’ tɛ́-hwá (< Chinese 电话); Chang (114) cites the form as ti⁴xua⁴ 
  tholašâʔ (< Thai) 
 

                                                
6 See Matisoff 1988:186-7. 
7 See Walker 1970:175-7 and Matisoff 1985. 
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Such conflicting coinages occasionally arise in Chinese, with a well-known example: 
‘computer’   diànnǎo電腦  (“electric brain”, coined in Taiwan) vs. jìsuànjī 计算机  
  (“calculating machine”, coined on the mainland) 
  Both words now seem to be in wide use in the Chinese-speaking world. 
 
There is one famous example of a difference between Chinese and Japanese 
interpretations of the same two-character compound: 
  HAND + PAPER手纸 : Japanese tegami ‘letter/epistle’ vs. Chinese   
  shǒuzhǐ ‘toilet paper’ 
 
IV.  Semantic  classif ication of  neologisms 
 (a) Transportation 8 
 ‘airplane’ 

càʔ-pò  MACHINE + FLY 
hə̂-bí ~ hə̂-ví    BOAT + FLY (< Tai; cf. Siamese rya-bin, rya ‘boat’, bin ‘fly’) 
lâthâ-ví  WAGON + FLY (lâthâ < Shan < Burmese (WB rəthâ) ‘cart/wagon’) 

 ‘automobile’ [see above] 
 ‘motorcycle’   [see above] 
 ‘train’  à-mī-lɔ̀  (“fire-cart”)   

This is an areally calqued compound. Cf. Thai rót-faj, Burmese mî-yəthâ, Chinese 
huǒ-chē 火车. Lahu in Thailand also use a direct borrowing from Tai: lôʔ-fây. 

 (b) Artifacts 
Lahu actually has quite a rich vocabulary for naming the parts of machines with which 
they are familiar. 9 
 
An interesting example of different conceptualizations of the same artifact: 
 ‘horn (of a car)’.  

As I was being driven to a church in Pang Vai (near Kengtung) by a highly literate 
pastor (Feb. 2016), I asked him repeatedly how to say ‘horn’. He was mystified at 
first, since for him the horn was not an object, but rather an action.10 He finally 
offered three variant translations:  
 kâ pi-pi te ve, kâ po-po te ve, kâ pɔ-pɔ te ve “car goes pi-pi/po-po/pɔ-pɔ”, 
where te ‘do/make’ is modified by an onomatopoeic reduplicated adverb. 
 
Where English treats ‘horn’ as a noun, Lahu conceptualizes it as an adverb: 
 ‘blow the horn’  kâ  po-po   te  bù      ve 
     car ONOMAT make resound  NOMZR 
 

                                                
8 It is interesting to note that the animal classifier khɛ  is used with motor vehicles, 
since they are like animals in that they move and make noise. 
9 See Plate #41 in Matisoff 1988, where 24 parts of a muzzle-loading rifle are 
diagrammed. 
10 One is reminded of B.L. Whorf’s claims about Hopi, where all nouns are 
conceptualized as verbs, thus rendering this SW Amerindian language particularly 
suitable for discussing quantum mechanics! 
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 ‘the horn is too loud’  kâ  po-po         te  ve      bù      jâ 
     car ONOMAT   do NOMZR   loud    very  
Evidently usage is still not standardized. Perhaps eventually different vowels will be 
used consistently for high-pitched vs. low-pitched horns, like English yip-yip 
(barking of small dog) vs. arf-arf (barking of big dog). 
 
 

(c) Music 
Musical terms were introduced by Baptist missionaries to facilitate the learning of 
hymns in four-part harmony. Here are a few: 
‘note (in the scale)’  nòʔ  < Eng. 
‘note (in printed music)’ nòʔ-mɛ̂ʔ (Eng./Lh. hybrid) mɛ̂ʔ (Lahu) ‘eye; spot, dot, 
      written character’ 
‘quartet’   khɔ́thɛ̂ʔ < Eng. 
‘rest’    jɛ̂ ve ɔ̀-hêʔ (Lahu) “sign of rest” 
 
(d) Linguistics 11 
‘adjective’ phə̀ʔ-tɔ̂  REVEAL + WORD 
‘allophone’ ɔ̀-šə́ pa khɔ̂  COLOR + CHANGE + SOUND 
‘cognate’ tɔ̂-khɔ̂ ɔ̀-ví-ɔ̀-ni WORDS + SIBLING 
‘consonant’ tà(n)-khɔ̂  BEGIN (< Tai) +  khɔ̂ ‘sound’ 12 
‘genitive’ vɛ-pā   LAY CLAIM TO + NOMINALIZER 
‘homonym’ cɨ́-pə(n)-šū-khɔ̂ MEANING + DIFFERENT + SAME + SOUND 
‘linguistics’ chɔ-cə̀ tɔ̂-khɔ̂ cû-yī PEOPLE + LANGUAGE + -OLOGY 13 
‘morpheme’ tɔ̂-hòʔ   WORD + FORM 14 
‘negative’ mâ-hêʔ-tɔ̂  NOT + BE THE CASE + WORD 
‘object (of verb)’ khā(n)-pā  UNDERGO/SUFFER  < Shan khaam < Bse. (WB  
     kham) + NOMINALIZER   
‘particle’ (1) tɔ̂-jûʔ-pā  WORD + POINT OUT + NOMINALIZER 
‘particle’ (2) tɔ̂-bêʔ-pā  WORD + SCOOP OUT + NOMINALIZER 
‘phoneme’ fɨ̄-khɔ̂-pɛ̀-khɔ̂  DISTINGUISH + WORD + DIVIDE + WORD 
‘prefix’  tɔ̂-tɔ(n)-ú  SYLLABLE + HEAD 
‘sentence’ tɔ̂-cɔ̂ʔ   WORD + STRIP 
‘suffix’  tɔ̂-tɔ(n)-mɛ̄  SYLLABLE + TAIL 
‘syllable’ tɔ̂-tɔ(n)  WORD  +  SEGMENT/SECTION (< Tai) 
‘synonym’ cɨ́-šū-pən-khɔ̂  MEANING + SAME + DIFFERENT + SOUND 

                                                
11 These terms (among many others) were invented by the talented Lahu linguist Aaron 
Tun (a.k.a. Maung Maung), who spent two and a half months as a Visiting Scholar in 
Berkeley from March-May, 2011. See Matisoff 2014. 
12 This term works because native Lahu words never end in a consonant. Loanwords 
from Tai, Burmese, or Chinese with nasal finals are optionally pronounced with 
nasalized vowels, transcribed as “(n)”, e.g. ló(n) ‘something big’, pə(n) ‘be different’ 
13cû-yī < Burmese (WB cwâm-rañ > Mod.Bse. sûɴ-yi), perhaps influenced by Chinese   
注意   ‘attention; care’ (lit. “pouring the will”). 
14 hòʔ  ‘form’ < Tai (cf. Siamese rûup < Skt./Pali rūpa). 
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‘tone’  khɔ̂-mu-khɔ̂-nɛ̀ SOUND + HIGH + SOUND + LOW 15 
‘voiceless’        gɔ̀-khɔ̂   COLD + SOUND 
‘vowel’  bù-khɔ̂   RESOUND + SOUND 
 
These neologisms, using native Lahu morphemes, have the great advantage of 
transparency, as opposed to English terms like ‘adjective’, ‘consonant’, ‘morpheme’, 
etc., which most native English speakers are unable to etymologize. 
 
(e) Miscellaneous 
‘century’  ha-qhɔ̀ʔ   HUNDRED + YEAR 
‘change money’ phu pa ve  MONEY + CHANGE 
‘publish’  te tɔ̂ʔve  MAKE + EMERGE 
‘seaweed/algae’ í-kâʔ-mê  WATER + SLIME 
‘take a bribe’  làʔ-šɔ̄ câ ve  GIFT + EAT 
 
V.  Paleo-neologisms 
Sometimes a neologism becomes out-dated, so that “neo-neologisms” must be 
created:16 
‘airplane’  lâthâ-ví  WAGON + FLY (lâthâ < Shan < Burmese (WB rəthâ  
     ‘cart/wagon’) + ví  ‘fly’ (< Tai (cf. Si. bin ) 
This word is still used in Red Lahu, but now sounds old-fashioned in Black Lahu, where 
càʔ-pò is overwhelmingly preferred. 
 
VI .  A few remarks on orthographical  issues 
I had originally intended to include a discussion of the problems that will be caused in 
the future by the proliferation of Lahu orthographies (Baptist, Catholic,17 Chinese, and 
my own), but that will have to wait for a separate occasion. It would be ideal if there 
were only a single system in general use, but that seems like a distant goal. 18 
 
Each system has its virtues and drawbacks. There are many things I would change in 
my own system now that it is too late. For example, there is no sense in my having used 
“š” instead of “sh”, or “ŋ” instead of “ng”. But I do like having my tonemarks over the 
vowels, not after them as in the Baptist system, or symbolized by arbitrary letters at 

                                                
15 This successful neologism was introduced long ago by Baptist missionaries. 
16 No English speaker now uses wireless instead of radio, just as no French speaker any 
longer calls it télégraphie sans fil or TSF ‘wireless telegraphy’. One is reminded of the 
elegant televised soap opera Downton Abbey, set in the early 20th century, when the 
telephone was a new invention. In those days the question “Are you on the telephone?” 
meant “Are you connected to the (new-fangled) phone network?” Now it would have to 
mean “Are you talking on the phone right now?” 
17 The Catholic system is used by very few. See the comparative chart of the four 
orthographies in Matisoff 1984 and 1988: 21-25. 
18 I heartily agree with the remark made by an 85-year old gentleman during the 
question period after the talk I gave in Lahu in Pang Vai comparing the various writing 
systems, who said it would be better if there were only one way to write Lahu. 
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the end of syllables as in the Chinese system. I also like my system of hyphenization to 
show morpheme boundaries in polysyllables. 
 
I don’t aspire to see my system come into general use, but it would be a shame if the 
Lahu people would never have access to my grammar and dictionaries! 
 
There is also the issue of  alphabetical order, a concept which I found well-nigh 
impossible to convey in the 1960’s. In my dictionary (1988) I used a devanāgarī-type 
order, both for consonants and vowels, which I thought would appeal to Burmese and 
Thai Lahu (but of course this means nothing to the Chinese Lahu). 
 
It should be said that the Burmese Lahu don’t seem to like the pinyin-based Chinese 
system, which they call   lìʔ  ɔ̀-š ɨ́ “new writing”.19 
 
VII.  Desiderata for  the future 
 
Since the bulk of the Lahu population still lives in China, it would be highly desirable to 
undertake a detailed study of the Chinese influence on Lahu. Especially interesting 
would be a treatment of Chinese/Lahu hybrid formations. 
 
More linguistic terms should be invented, especially in the realm of syntax. 
 
There is an increasing volume of publications in Lahu, both in China and in Burma. 
These are full of interesting material. Particularly important in this regard is the work 
of Aaron Tun (see note 11, above), who is Publications Director of the Lahu Baptist 
Convention in Kengtung.  
 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                
19 The Chinese system in its earlier version did not distinguish between the 21 tone and 
the 11 tone, writing them both as “-l”, as noted in Matisoff 1984. Eventually this 
distinction was made, with the very-low tone now symbolized by “-f”. 
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